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Calling all Subaru enthusiasts! Embark on an unparalleled journey to
transform your beloved car into a high-performance beast with our
comprehensive guide, the "High Performance Subaru Builder Guide
Design." This definitive book empowers you with the knowledge and
techniques to elevate your Subaru's performance to dizzying heights,
unlocking its hidden potential.

Our expert authors have meticulously crafted this guide to provide a
comprehensive blueprint for every performance enhancement you can
imagine. From engine modifications to suspension upgrades and tuning,
this book is your trusted companion every step of the way.
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Enhance your engine's breathing capabilities by exploring the intricacies of
cylinder head modifications. Discover the art of porting and polishing, learn
about valve upgrades, and optimize combustion chamber design to
maximize airflow and power output.

Intake System

Elevate your engine's air intake efficiency with a deep dive into intake
system modifications. Uncover the secrets of cold air intakes, intake
manifolds, and throttle bodies to deliver a steady stream of cool, dense air
to your hungry engine.

Exhaust System

Unleash the pent-up power of your exhaust system by understanding the
complexities of headers, downpipes, and cat-back exhausts. Optimize
backpressure and exhaust scavenging to enhance power and improve
engine sound.

Turbocharging

Transform your Subaru into a turbocharged powerhouse! This guide delves
into the intricacies of turbocharging, covering turbo selection, intercooler
sizing, and blow-off valve installation. Unleash the exhilarating boost of
forced induction and experience an adrenaline rush like never before.

Drivetrain Enhancements

Transmission

Upgrade your transmission to handle the increased power output. Explore
transmission options, from upgraded clutches to heavy-duty differentials,



and ensure your drivetrain can deliver power to the ground without skipping
a beat.

Driveline

Optimize your driveline for maximum power transfer. Learn about
driveshafts, axles, and differentials, and discover how to強化 these
components to withstand the rigors of high-performance driving.

Differential

Enhance your traction and handling by modifying your differential. Explore
the advantages of limited-slip differentials (LSDs),helical differentials, and
gear ratios to customize your differential setup for specific driving
conditions.

Suspension and Handling

Coilovers

Upgrade your suspension with coilovers to achieve an optimal balance of
handling and ride comfort. Explore adjustable damping and spring rates to
fine-tune your suspension for precise cornering and stability.

Alignment

Align your wheels perfectly to maximize tire grip and handling. Understand
the importance of proper alignment settings, including camber, caster, and
toe, and learn how to adjust them for optimal performance.

Brakes

Upgrade your braking capabilities to match your increased power output.
Explore high-performance brake pads, rotors, and calipers to shorten



braking distances and enhance overall safety.

Tuning and Calibration

Engine Control Unit

Unlock your engine's true potential by modifying its engine control unit
(ECU). Learn about ECU remapping, fuel injection tuning, and ignition
timing adjustments to tailor your engine's performance precisely to your
specifications.

Dyno Tuning

Fine-tune your vehicle's performance on a dyno. Understand the benefits of
dyno tuning, how to prepare your Subaru, and how to interpret dyno data to
maximize power and drivability.

Congratulations! By following the comprehensive guidance provided in this
book, you have transformed your Subaru into a high-performance machine
that turns heads and dominates the road. Embrace the thrill of unleashing
its power, and enjoy the exhilarating experience of owning and driving a
true performance powerhouse.

Remember, safety should always be your top priority. Modify your Subaru
responsibly, follow all recommended maintenance procedures, and drive
with caution. May your journey to build a high-performance Subaru be filled
with excitement and satisfaction.
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